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On behalf of all my colleagues in the Alberta NDP Caucus, Alberta’s Official Opposition, it’s my
pleasure to once again join the National Black Coalition of Canada - Edmonton Chapter in
celebrating Black History Month.

This is a time when we celebrate the accomplishments, contributions and lives of Black
people, members of our communities whose stories were for too long forgotten and left
untold. A time to proudly celebrate our cultures and traditions as part of the rich mosaic of
diversity in Canada.

And the truth is, we’ve come a long way. Black voices have never been more prominent or
Black faces more visible in culture, workplaces, media, politics and positions of power. That’s
worth celebrating.

But behind that truth lies another – that these gains have taken years of effort to accomplish,
pushing against strong headwinds of overt and systemic racism and discrimination. And
those challenges continue today. In the past year, our communities have seen Black Muslim
women attacked in our streets, more significant impacts from COVID-19, a continuing rise of
voices of hatred and growing tensions around long-needed conversations on discrimination
in the systems that govern our lives.

That’s why I’ve been proud to work with my colleagues to engage with racialized communities
across Alberta to develop a comprehensive set of recommendations to address systemic
racism in areas like education, healthcare, economic opportunity and our justice system.
“Your Future, Your Voice” stands as our commitment to putting anti-racism at the heart of all
our work and advocacy in partnership with all racialized communities. You can find it at
AlbertasFuture.ca. 

So, this month, I look forward to seeing you at events across the province as we remember
and celebrate the full range of who we are and what we can be, from the streets of our
communities to the highest levels of influence and power and let that fuel our fight for
better. Because Black history is Alberta history and we are an integral part of its future.

Happy Black History Month!

David Shepherd
MLA, Edmonton-Centre
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Welcome to Black History Month 2022

Black History is deeply entwined in the roots of Canada. In every way, Black history
is a foundation of this nation, and it will continue to enrich Canada going forward.
Black History deserves more than just recognition, and Black people deserve a
strong voice at the table in multiple ways. 
It is essential for us to push for more substantive changes, through our collected
and inclusive voices. Our history is known, we have made 
 some progress, now what? There is still much work to be done.
For many Blacks, our ability to thrive is linked with our state of health and wellness.
This can be connected to “simply being Black in Canada”. 
Black health and wellness are shaped by historical traumas and today’s realities.
Our present-day human and social conditions are a strong determinant of our
health, wealth, and survival.
Our lived experiences of racial trauma and systemic racism have led us to feel
discouraged and powerless. The quest to belong in an authentic and dignified way
can be the same for all people identifying as Black. We must strive to be a part of
the change in disrupting systemic racism and racial oppression. We must work
together towards a culture of inclusion by fighting to dismantle racism within
government, businesses, organizations, industries, and others. 
An Ipsos poll conducted exclusively for Global News between February 2nd & 3rd,
2021 surveyed 1,000 Canadians. The finding was that 54% said they believe racism
is built into the Canadian economy, government, and educational system. 
Despite significant contributions to Canadian communities, it is known that Black
entrepreneurship faces unique challenges in starting and growing a business,
particularly around access to capital. Together, we must address this long-standing
inequality to take root for seeds of change. 
For 2022 Black History Month celebrations, let us challenge ourselves to create
intentional spaces for learning and re-thinking about Black racism and the
importance of Black health and wellness. Let’s deepen our efforts to prepare
tomorrow’s workforce, build an inclusive economy, partner with BIPOC
communities and others to align our anti-racist work.
We each have an active role to play in working against oppression towards equality,
to find ways to effectively defeat and hinder systemic racism. Let’s come together
to celebrate Black History Month to become more mindful of the ways systems
work to promote social accountability. 

You too can take a lead in initiating change.

VICE PRESIDENT MESSAGE

Respectfully,
Joy Thomas (Vice President)
National Black Coalition of Canada Society-
Edmonton Chapter
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Africa Centre
Supporting Black Canadian Communities Initiatives

(SBCCI)



ACC Books in Colour
The Power Behind the African Caribbean Canadian

Books in Colour: 
A K-12 Curriculum Guide 



Keenan Pascal
A Rising Tide Lifts all Ships 



Sarah Adomako-Ansah
Educator in Residence Canadian Museum for

Human Rights for anti-racism Programs



Sandra Badejo
First Female Black Lawyer – Alberta Human Rights

Commission





Maryama Addow 
Youth Success Coach



John D. Bracco School students
What Being Black Means To Me



Rasheal Charles
Soulistic Counselling and Consulting Services



Thato Pilane
Building our Community with Safe Spaces through the Arts



University of Alberta
Black Youth Mentorship and Leadership Program: 

Transforming Lives and Improving Youth Educational
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Etty Cameron (via Alberta Prime Times)
 And Still We Rise-- A Black Presence in Alberta 



Etty Cameron (via Alberta Prime Times)
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Evaristus Oshionebo, Ph.D.
Bringing New Perspective to the Alberta Human Rights

Commission 



Nduka Ahanonu (Duke) 
One Of The First Three Black Members Of The Alberta Human

Rights Commission



Andrea Cox
Getting Your Affairs in Order



Dr. Jean Walrond Ph.D.
Distinction in Education and Service to Community



Professor Adetola Adesida, Ph.D., FRSB
Training the Future Generation of Scientists





Congress of Black Women of Canada, Edmonton Chapter

Connecting Community Through Shared Voices: The
Monitor



...to continue reading this article visit: nbccedmonton.ca/mlk-george-floyd

W. Andy Knight, Distinguished Professor
 Threading the needle between Martin Luther King and George

Floyd






